
Phonic Fun With 

Lola! 

Phase 5  

Name 





   Colouring Fun! 



  Read the words to find out if they 
are real or nonsense words. 



 You need to be a good word detective to 
solve these puzzles! Fill in the missing 
graphemes. 

Down at the bottom of the deep blue 
_____ there was a friendly  dol__in 
and __ale. They played with their 
friends the t___tle and seah__se. 
They guarded the treasure chest full 
of b__ds. 

They jumped and swam in the w_v_s 



Use the graphemes below to create 
names for the aliens. 

ay ou ie ea oy ir ue 

oe au ey ew wh ph a-e 



  Can you match the word to the correct 
picture to make an alliteration. Write 
the captions underneath. 

The first one has been done for you 

dancing 

 Bertie bear is balancing on his bike. 

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________ 

balancing 

munching 

enormous 

spotty 



  Be a word detective, look carefully 
for all the words that contain a split 
digraph. 

 



Word detectives, can you find all 
of the tricky words? 



Write the words to go with each picture. Re-
member to sound out each word carefully. Use 
the phonic table at the beginning of the book-
let to help 



Write the words to go with each picture. Re-
member to sound out each word carefully. Use 
the phonic table at the beginning of the book-
let to help 

ele__ant __istle __thor 



Read the captions and match to the 
correct picture. 

Answer the questions below 

 

Who stomped on Phillip's toes? 

What looks like puffs of smoke? 

What did I make something with today? 

Are the crayons old or new? 



  Reading fun!  

 

Write down all the words that contain a split digraph 



Read the captions then draw the 
pictures . 

Write a caption to go with the 
pictures 

   A cloud in the sky.   My dad wears a tie. 

The giant elephant.      A tube of glue. 

 

 

 

_______________
_______________

 

 

 

_______________
_______________

 

 

 

_______________
_______________

 

 

 

_______________
_______________



Rhyme Time. 

Match the words that sound the 
same! 

phone 

boys 

glue 

saw 

tie 

snake 

paw 

screw 

pie 

cone 

cake 

toys 



Tricky words. 

Colour each butterfly the correct 
colour. 



Spell the words. Can you write a 
sentence for each word ? 



Cut out the chance and chal-
lenge cards on the next page 
and have fun! 





Go Fish! Cut out the fish and lay them face down. 

Pick a fish if you read it correctly pop it in your net! 





How many ways can 
you sort the fish in-
to their different 
sounds? 








